
Explain the list of components of a pipe and filters and write the problems based on 
blackboard problem. 	 (08 Marks) 
Discuss the steps involved in the implementation of pipes and filters architecture. (12 Marks) 

PART — B 
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Time: 3 hrs. Max. Marks:100 
Note: Answer FIVE full questions, selecting 

at least TWO questions from each part. 

PART — A  
i. 

	

ga. 	1 a. What are the factors which affect the influence on software architecture? Explain ABC. 
(08 Marks) 

b. Explain Hybertsson's three views for software architecture. 	 (07 Marks) 
c. Explain briefly the properties of a good software architecture design. 	 (05 Marks) ‘.9 

fa. 

	

— 	2 a. Define architectural style. Mention any four commonly used styles. 	 (05 Marks) 
b. Explain the advantages and disadvantages of pipes and filters in architectural style. 

(08 Marks) 

	

+ 	c. Explain the basic requirements for a mobile robot's architecture. 	 (07 Marks) •  
!:1- 

	

2,15 	3 a. What is functionality? Give examples. 	 (04 Marks) 
b. Explain the quality attributes scenarios. 	 (09 Marks) 

O c. Explain how the faults are detected and prevented. 	 (07 Marks) 

4 a. 
g 

	

4 8 	b. 
O ^c) one 
cd 

0 
a; 

cct z 
471 71 

CA 	 5 a. What is the need of proxies and bridge components m a brok 	em? Explain it zi 
(06 Marks) 

b. What is broker architecture? Write down the steps involved in 	ementing distributed 
broker architecture patterns. 	 (10 Marks) 

cn 	 c. What are the limitations of PAC patterns? 	 (04 Marks) •- 

Cg‘'  6 a. List out and explain the components of a microkernel pattern. 	 (10 Marks) 
• to 	tis Explain the advantages and disadvantages of a reflective architectural pattern. 	(06 Marks) 
of) 
•- 

	

.74 	c. Mention the liabilities of reflection architecture patterns. 	 (04 Marks) 
o 

•R' 

0 z 
8 a. Draw a neat diagram and explain the evolutionary delivering life cycle model. 	(10 Marks) 

b. What are the steps in ADD? 	 (04 Marks) 
c. Write the uses of SA documentation. 	 (06 Marks) 

a. Explain the five steps implementation of master-slave pattern. 	 (10 Marks) 
b. What are the benefits and liabilities of proxy design patterns? Define proxy design pattern. 

(10 Marks) 
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Note: I. Answer FIVE full questions, selecting 
at least TWO questions from each part. 

2. Use of statistical tables is permitted. 

PART — A  
a. *th a neat flow diagram, explain the steps in a simulation study. 
b. tnputer technical support center is staffed by two people, Able an 

cal 
ranges 
experien 

to 
Table lb(3)  res. 	

Max. Marks:10(4,4,.  

idle, Able 
 

try to answer questions and solve computer problems. 
1 to 4 minutes with the distribution as shown in T 
• d can provide service faster than Baker, whic 

he call. The distribution of their service time 
vely. 

Table lb (1) Interarrival time dirt 	ion 

T 	me between calls 
lb(1). Able is more 

s that, when both are 
hown in Table I b(2) and 

Table 2c(2 
Weighing 

time 
Probability 

12 0.7 
16 0.3 
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Inter 	r  yi time (minutes) 1 42, 1' 3 4 
Probabili  0.2r\;, 0.40 0.20 0.15 

Tabfl`e,41.,(2) Service time C istribution of Able 
Service time (mintftes),-, 
Probability 

  

3 	I 	4  
0.28 	0.25 

 

5  
0.17 

   

0.30 

  

      

      

Table lb 3 	e time distribution of Baker 
Service time (minus 4 5 6 
Probability / 	,,, /ff.)QS 0.25 0.20 0.20 

Random digits for inter-arrily 	mes are: 26, §8, , 26, 42, 74, 80, 68, 22, 48, 34, 45, 24, 34 
Random digits for serviccosmes are: 95, 21, 51, 92, 8338, 13, 61, 50, 49, 39, 53, 88, 01, 81 

service time of Abl 	ii) Average service time of Baker iv) Average waiting time of all 
Simulate this system f ti customers, by finding (i)f.g-Oerage inter arrival time (ii) Average 

the customers .,(t Verage waiting time of those who wait 	 (10 Marks) ,..  

owing terms used in discrete event simulationr,%List (ii) Event notice 
A iv) Clock 	 4c—:,/ 	(04 Marks) 

vent scheduling/Time Advance algorithm by generating-Vstem snapshots at 
t and clock = t, . 	 (06 Marks) 

c. 	ump trucks are used to haul coal from a mine to railroad. Each truck is led by one of 
tWo loaders. After loading, the truck immediately moves to scale for weighing. 	loaders 
and scale have First In First Out queue discipline. Alter being weighed, the trucleaigels to 
the rail road (begins travel time), unloads and later returns to the loader que 	,The 
distribution of loading time, weighing time and travel time are given in Table 241 
Table 2c(2) and Table 2c(3) respectively. It is assumed that 5 trucks are at the loaders an 
one is at the scale at time t 0. 

Table 2c(1) 
Travel time Probability 

40 0.4 
60 0.3 
80 0.2 
: 'IC 0.1 

2 a. Explain 
(iii) De 

b. Ex 
Ql 

Loading 
time 

Probability 

5 0.3 
1 0 0.5 
15 0.2 

41(  
EC\ 

No (10 Marks) 
dker, who take 

Table 2c(3) 

I of 2 
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The activity times are given in Table 2c(4) 
Table 2c(4)  

	

Loading time 	10 5 	5 	10 15 10 10  
Weighing time_12 12 12 16 12 16  

Simulate the system for 25 minutes to estimate the loader and scale utilization. 	(10 Marks 

a. Define random variable. What are the different types of random variables? Explain w,,iti 
least one example in each case. 	 (0 IV1Viks) 

A production process manufactures computer chips one the average at 2% none 	ing. 

Everyday a random sample of size 50 is taken from the process. If the sample cAitta s more 
2 nonconforming chips, the process will be stopped. Compute the prolZility that the
ess is stopped by the sampling scheme. Also find the mean and variant • (08 Marks) . 

c. Findlbe mean and variance of exponential distribution. Suppose that t ife of an industrial 
lamp, ,thousands of hours, is exponentially distributed with fai 	ate )1/4.. = 1/3 (one for ,.,, — 

every 3(() %l 	on the average). Find the probability that the 1. 	ill last longer than its 

mean life. 	'' 	 \ 	 (07 Marks) 

4 a. Explain the cha 	istics of queuing system. Also expla.  \Ittt queuing notation in general. 
Marks) ks) 

b. Explain the steady sta 	rameters of M/G/1 queue \ 	 (10 Marks) 

12 	PART — B 

5 a. What are pseudo random 	rs. n ..}pc 	Whatife„. the problems that occur while generating 

pseudo random numbers? 
b. Consider the sequence of randofuilnbQ‘O'.12, 0.01, 0.23, 0.28, 0.89, 0.31, 0.04, 0.28, 

0.83, 0.93, 0.99, 0.15, 0.33, 0.35, 611.41, 0.6, 0.27, 0.75, 0.88, 0.68, 0.49, 0.05, 0.43, 
0.95, 0.58, 0.19, 0.36, 0.69, 0.87. 	N 

, 8th , • 
1 
.. 

Test whether 3rd 	an 	numb 	the above sequence are auto correlated. At .5
t  

significance level a = 0.05, iv al table vale 	given as 1.96. 	 (08 Marks) 

c. Explain inverse transfor 	c nique for exponenfifi and uniform distributions. 	(06 Marks) 

6 a. List the steps involve0 evelopment of a useful m•0 of input data. 	(04 Marks) 

b. Records pertaining,The monthly number of job relate, nries at an underground coal 

mine ne were beinzitt4 'died by a federal agency. The values .e past 100 months were as 

• 	, ;Ak's.d 	 47,—)  

App 	chi-square test to these data to es 
on. Take a = 0.05. 	 V 	(08 Marks) 

I represent the average lead time (in months) to deliver and X2 the annAdemand, for 
\industrial robots. The following data are available on demand and lead time 	last ten 

, 

/ 

	

Find the dependency between lead time an 	 (08 Maretl 

7 a. Explain the replication method for steady-state simulations. 	 (10 Marks)

b. Differentiate between point estimation and interval estimation. 	 (05 Marks) 

c. Differentiate between terminating and steady state simulations by giving one example each. 
(05 Marks) 

8 a. With a neat flow diagram, explain the concept of model building, verification and validation 

of simulation models. 	
(10 Marks) 
(10 Marks) b. Describe the three step approach of Naylor and Finger in the validation process. 

* * * * * 
2 of 2 

ears 

-,...., 
1 	I 2 3 
40 13 6 

J. 
6.9 6.9 I 6.9 5.8 7.3 4.5 6.3 

Demand 1 103 I 83 _ . , 

Travel time  60 100 40 40 80 

In..2..stflonth 	10 4 	5 6 

Freque 	Sfoccurrence 135 4 	1 1 

Lead time I 6.5 I 4.3 	I I 6.0 I 
I 	116 I 97 I 	112 I 104 106 109 92 6 
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Eighth Semester B.E. Degree Examination, Dec.2014/Jan. 2015 
Information and Network Security 

Time: 3 hrs. 	 Max. Marks: 0 
Note: Answer FIVE full questions, selecting 

atleast TWO questions from each part. 

PA RT — A 

I a. Expltiiitthe major steps specified in BS7799:2 documents. How these typs help in provide 
securiyrlanning? „o  "”, 	(10 Marks) 

b. Mention th§•Major steps involved in contingency mans? Describo)briefly Pipkin's three 
categories ofIncident indicators. 	 (10 Marks) 

2 a. What is fifewall? E lain screened host and screened hoStiwith subnets firewall architecture, 
with neat diagram. 	# 	 (10 Marks) 

b. What is VPN? Explain tite'working modes of VPN Oith neat diagram. 	 (10 Marks) 

3 a. Describe briefly network based'IDPS and hcist based IDPS. 
b. What is intrusion'? Explain the IDPS detection methods. 
c. Explain the deployment of N1DPs. 

(10 Marks) 
(05 Marks) 
(05 Marks) 

4 a. Describe symmetric and asymmetric encryption techniques. 	 (10 Marks) 
b. Who can attack cryptosystein,s? Discuss the different categories of attacks on cryptosystem. 

(10 Marks) 

PART — B 

5 a. Describe briefly the various security attacks and security mechanistbs covered by x.800. 
(10 Marks) 

b. Explatnibe network—access security model. 	 (05 Marks) 
c. Describe the authentication procedure covered by x.509. 	 (05 Marks) 

6 a. explain PGP message generation and reception techniques. 
fi Explain SIMIME transfer encodings. 

'*.C. Explain SIMIME functionality. 

8 a. Explain the SSL handshake protocol, with neat diagram. 
b. Explain SET participants and sequence of events for transaction, in detail. 
c. Explain the dual signature in SET protocol. Describe its importance. 

(10 Marks) 
(05 Marks) 
(05 Marks) 

(10 Marks) 
• (05 Marks) 

(05 Marks) 

7 a. Describe the transport and tunnel modes used for IP sec AH authentication. Bring their# 
importance in IPv4. 	 (10 Marks) 

b. Explain okaley key determination protocol. 	 (10 Marks) SKIT
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Eighth Semester B.E. Degree Examination, Dec.2014/Jan.2015 
Adhoc Networks 

Time: 3 hrs. 	 Max. Marks: 100 
Note: Answer FIVE full questions, selecting 

at least TWO questions from each part. 

? 

	

. 	b. Explain wireless sensor network. 	 (06 Marks) 
c. Explain Adhoc wireless interne with a neat schematic diagram. 	 (06 Marks) -ti 

	

it8 	2 a. Discuss the issues in designing a MAC protocol for Adhoc wireless networks? 	(10 Marks) 

	

A F-1 	b. Define Five-phaSe; servation protocol and explain five-phase' reservation protocol. 

	

; 	 .. 

	

F 	 (10 Marks) cu  
o 
5  
,„, II 

Ti 
c,1 O 3 a. Explain directional busy tonecbased MAC protocolAkietail. 	 (06 Marks) 

5 o b. Explain interleaved carrier-:rsOse multiple access. ' 	 (06 Marks) a r.; 	 ., 

	

,... 0 	 c. Write a note on multi-channel kilistC protocol. 	 (08 Marks) 
g e; 
• c O ;,,, 	4 a. Discuss the issues in designing a routing protocol for Adhoc wireless network. 	(08 Marks) '8 0 

	

..?. 	b. List the characteristics of an ideal routing protocol for Adhoc wireless networks. (08 Marks) 
'4 	c. List the advantages and disadvantages of on -demand routing protocol. 	 (04 Marks) 

	

cr 	 ,, < .1 0 

1 

	

3 -ez 	 PART — il  
1 g 

• ,,-zl 
	 8. 

	

tt = 	5 a. Briefly explain the core''extraction distribution Adhoc routing protocol by mentioning its 

	

-.6 .-.:; 	 advantages and disadVintages. >, 

	

	 (12 Marks) t- 

	

7,E, 0 	b. Explain Power-Aware routing protocol. 	 (08 Marks) .., 
. .E , 

	

,, . 	6 a. Discuss briefly why the TCP does not perform Well in Adhoc wireless networks? (10 Marks) 

	

8 F 	b. Write a note on "Issues considered in designing transport layer protocol for Adhoc wireless  
s'. , 	 (06 Marks) 

	

2 '4. 	c. List 
network 

 the advantages and disadvantages of Adhoc TCP. 	 (04 Marks) ... 4, 
3 7P- 

7 a: Briefly discuss network layer attacks. 	 108 Marks) 
,—  

	

ii ..7.' 	l-   Explain the following : 
i) Network security requirements E 

▪ 

 > 

	

3 2 	 ii) Key management approaches 

	

= ;••-, 	,, 
iii) Requirements of a secure routing protocol for Adhoc wireless networks. 	(12 Marks) 

• 8 a. Briefly explain the issues and challenges in providing QoS in Adhoc wireless networks. 
(10 Marks) 

b. Briefly explain the on-demand QoS routing protocol by mentioning its advantages and 
disadvantages. 	 (10 Marks) 

PART — A  

• 1 a. Differentiate between Cellular Network and Adhoc Network. 	 (08 Marks) 
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